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The above video contains an astrological overview for the week
of 11th September 2017.
To get this week’s video horoscope for your specific zodiac
sign, click on the link corresponding to your sign:

Libra | Pisces | Aquarius | Sagittarius |
Capricorn | Virgo | Scorpio | Leo |
Cancer | Taurus | Gemini | Aries

Astrology Overview for September
11-17, 2017
The week begins with the Sun squaring with Saturn. This can be
one of the most restrictive and frustrating of all
astrological angles, it’s going to be important this week that
we nail down the detail of things but don’t try to go quicker
than circumstances allow.
For example avoid shortcuts. They are unlikely to render many
results. If you’re working towards any targets, travel check
all the information involved. This is not a time to enter into
frivolous agreements. With Mercury combining with Mars in
Virgo, we are given an extra chance to really bring precision
to all that we do, for the soon as we spread ourselves too
thinly, our energy could drop and it can be a case of
diminishing returns.

The great news is that Mercury is now finding his feet back in
Virgo and this of course is one of the 2 zodiac signs that he
rules. By early next week Mercury will return to the point
where the retrograde 1st began on 11th August coming out of
shadow and any glitches that have occurred in the interim
period can start to be resolved.
The interesting thing about this week and the overal solar
horoscope is the role of Venus which forges three very
positive angles, firstly with Saturn then Jupiter and finally
Uranus. Of course Jupiter and Uranus have recently been in
opposition and that does continue. This can stir up a more
rebellious side of our nature, however Venus can be a real
soothing influence, and charisma can burn brightly with these
combinations. But also if there is a sincere relationship
developing in our situations this can be strengthened to.
Alternatively we may look to reinvigorate an existing
relationship. If that is the case, a fairer share of domestic
chores would certainly be a great way to go forwards.
Finally this week’s Quarter Moon on Wednesday is in Gemini.
Once more this just encourages us not to try too hard, to be
distracted or to get to tense if we are trying to be more
productive after all there are only so many hours in the day.
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